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Orbital ordering in CuGeO 3
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The combined effect of the ligand crystal field and the exchange interaction on the Cu21 cation
in CuGeO3 is examined. It is shown that, if the magnitude of the exchange interaction
exceeds the splitting of the energy levels of thedx22y2 anddxy orbitals, then an alternate filling
of the d orbitals along a chain~orbital ordering! is possible. This effect creates an
antiferromagnetic interaction between Cu21 pairs in 90° exchange and a doubling of the lattice
period. A Jahn-Teller pseudoeffect causes singletization of the ground state of the
antiferromagnetic chain of Cu21 spins. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
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In artificially synthesized single crystals of CuGeO3 an
anomalous reduction in the magnetic susceptibility has b
observed1 and, subsequently, an antiferromagnetic pairing
Cu21 spins2 at low temperatures, or the so-called spin-Peie
phase transition. The latter was first observed in orga
compounds3,4 and described theoretically as a conseque
of the interaction of a one-dimensional antiferromagne
chain of spinsS51/2 with the three-dimensional system
lattice phonons.5 Not all features of the magnetic propertie
of CuGeO3 can be understood at present.

The strong tetragonal crystal field of the oxygen octa
dra stretched along theb0 axis surrounding the Cu21 cations
leads to a doubling of the population of thedz2 orbitals (zib0

axis! by electrons, suppressing the exchange interac
along theb0 axis of the crystal and imparting a quasi-on
dimensional exchange interaction along thec0 axis. The
observed6 exchange interaction along thec0 axis is
antiferromagnetic, which contradicts the convention
Goodenough-Kanamori rules for 90° indirect coupling.
the neighborhood of the transition temperatureTsP514 K,
there is a doubling of the lattice period of CuGeO3 along the
a0 and c0 axes.7 In doped CuGeO3:Si crystals the coexist
ence of a dimerized~singlet! phase and an antiferromagnet
phase has been observed at temperatures belowTsP .8 When
a high pressure is applied to crystalline CuGeO3, the intrac-
hain exchange constant decreases,9 while TsP increases.10

An attempt11 to explain the antiferromagnetic interactio
in CuGeO3 uses the concept12 of the participation of neigh-
boring nonmagnetic ions in indirect exchange in Cu-O-
dimers. In an examination of just the singly filled orbitals11

it was found that the deviation from quadratic symmetry a
hybridization of oxygen atoms with neighboring Ge-
groups and with one another yield strong antiferromagn
exchange of greater magnitude than the Cu-O-Cu ferrom
netic interaction. Here, unfortunately, the large potential c
tribution to the Cu-O-Cu interaction resulting from the inte
action of filled and half-filled orbitals of neighboring Cu21

was neglected.
In this paper we examine the combined effect on a C21
1531063-7834/98/40(9)/6/$15.00
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cation of the ligand crystal field and the exchange interact
with nearest neighbors in the chain. It is shown that when
exchange interaction energy is sufficiently high~larger than
the splitting of the energy levels of thedx22y2 anddxy orbit-
als!, ordering of the 3d electron orbitals of neighboring Cu21

cations becomes possible and this leads to an antiferrom
netic interaction in the chain with 90° indirect coupling an
a doubling of the lattice period. By changing the energy
stabilizing the Jahn–Teller pseudoeffect acting on the ene
levels of thedx22y2 anddxy orbitals, the energy of the spin
orbit interaction may emerge as the reason for the alterna
magnitude of the exchange interaction along a Cu21 chain
and singletization of the ground state.

1. EXCHANGE INTERACTIONS

The model of indirect-exchange interactions develop
by Anderson,13 and subsequently by Zavadski�

14 and
Eremin,15 yields an analytic expression for the Goodenoug
Kanamori rules for the interaction of an arbitrary pair of 3d
cations.16 In this model the interaction of a pair of cations
represented by the sum of the interactions of all the 3d or-
bitals of the cations through thep orbitals of an intermediate
ligand. Contributions of practical significance come fro
only two types of interactions: so-called kinetic and poten
exchange. The kinetic exchange integral

I i j
121

52g4~Ui1U j ! ~1!

describes the interaction of singly occupied 3d orbitals of the
i -th and j -th neighboring cations, while the potential e
change integral

I i j
120~221!

51g4Jint ~2!

describes the interaction of an empty~or doubly occupied!
orbital with one that is singly occupied. The signs in Eqs.~1!
and~2! denote antiferromagnetic~2! and ferromagnetic~1!
interactions.g is the bond covalency parameter, given by t
mixing coefficient of the atomic wave function of the ligan
with the wave function of the cation; its magnitude depen
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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on the type of coupling~s or p!, the coupling geometry, an
the ligand-cation distance.U is the energy of excitation of an
electron from a ligand to a cation; its magnitude depends
the population of the 3d shell of the cation, the type o
ligand, and the coordination.Jint is the intraatomic interac
tion integral; its value depends on the population of thed
shell of the cation.

We neglect the other contributions to indirect exchan
known from the literature, since they either are compone
of the exchange mechanisms discussed here or are asso
with double excitation of the ligands. It is best to introdu
extended couplings, such as Cu-O-Ge-O-Cu or Cu-O-O-
only if the basic contributions indicated above are abse
since they correspond to higher orders in the small param
for electron transport. The predictive adequacy of the con
butions accounted for in Eqs.~1! and~2! has been verified16

for different lattices and cations.
Let us consider the exchange interaction in CuGe3.

The strong tetragonal distortion of the coordination octa
dra around the Cu21 cations along theb0 axis makes it so
that thedz2 orbitals are doubly occupied, so that there is
exchange interaction along theb0 axis. ~The interaction be-
tween doubly occupied and empty orbitals equals zero.! We
have neglected the interaction along thea0 axis ~Cu-O-Ge-
O-Cu!. Thus, as a result of the tetragonal distortion, CuGe3

becomes quasi-one-dimensional magnetically. The elec
hole in the copper cations is located in thedx22y2 orbitals.
The indirect exchange couplings of two Cu21 cations al-
lowed by symmetry and the populations of the individuald
orbitals are shown in Fig. 1. The total indirect exchan
integral for such a pair of cations,

J~dx22y2,dx22y2!514bcJint ~3!

is ferromagnetic and confirms the predictions of t
Goodenough-Kanamori rules for 90° coupling. Hereb5g2

is the ligand-cation electron transport parameter withs-
coupling (dx22y22px or py) and c is the same paramete
with p coupling (dxy2px or py). This means that, for suffi
ciently strong tetragonal distortion, thedx22y2 holes on
neighboring Cu21-cations cause the ferromagnetic intera
tion along the chain along thec0-axis. This is correct until
the splitting of thedx22y2 anddxy orbitals exceeds the energ
of the exchange interaction.

2. ORDERED POPULATION OF THE d-ORBITALS
OF NEIGHBORING CATIONS

Let us consider the energy of the 3d electrons when the
coordination octahedron of the surrounding ligands
strongly distorted. Figure 2 shows a qualitative picture of
splitting of the energy levels of the Cu21 ions in crystal fields
with various symmetries. The cubic componentDq8 of the
crystal field for a plane square is considerably smaller t
the splitting in an octahedron, if it means anything at all
speak of this for such a ligand configuration.

We are interested in the magnitude of the splittingEd

between thedx22y2 and dxy orbitals. This splitting is sup-
pressed by two effects: crystal fields with symmetries low
than tetragonal and the spin-orbit interaction which devel
n
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when the ion develops an orbital angular momentum ow
to mixing of thedx22y2 and dxy states. Let us assume th
this splitting is small and that holes on neighboring Cu21

cations can be in any of these orbitals. We shall calculate
exchange integrals for the possible cases. For the case w
holes are placed in thedx22y2 orbitals of neighboring Cu21

ions, we have already estimated the exchange integral~see

FIG. 1. A schematic representation of oblique exchange couplings ofd
orbitals of Cu21(1) and Cu21(2) cations in a CuGeO3 structure with 90°
exchange through intermediatepx andpy orbitals of the oxygens in the cas
where holes occupy thedx22y2 orbitals of both cations. The arrows on thed
orbitals indicate their electron populations.

FIG. 2. A schematic diagram of the energy levels of the Cu21 ion in the
ligand fields of different symmetry as the octahedron is stretched tetra
nally. The ion energy is determined by the 3d hole. ~1! Free ion,~2! octa-
hedron,~3! plane square,~4! rhombic distortion.
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1536 Phys. Solid State 40 (9), September 1998 Bayukov et al.
Eq. ~3!! and it is positive. For the case when one hole is
thedx22y2 orbital of Cu~1! and the other, in thedxy orbital of
Cu~2!, the oblique exchange couplings allowed by symme
and the populations of the orbitals are shown schematic
in Fig. 3. In this case, the cation-cation interaction integra
the sum of antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic contri
tions,

J~dx22y2,dxy!522bcS 2U2
1

3
JintD . ~4!

For the case in which holes lie in thedxy orbitals of neigh-
boring Cu21, we have

J~dxy ,dxy!51
16

3
bcJint, ~5!

i.e., there is a ferromagnetic interaction.
The energyU of ligand-cation electronic excitation ca

be 2–6 eV for Cu21.16 The intraatomic exchange integral fo
Cu21, Jint;1 eV. Thus, the interaction~4! is antiferromag-
netic and its absolute magnitude exceeds the exchange t
~3! and ~5!. The system, as it tries to minimize its ener
through the exchange interaction, chooses the antiferrom
netic ordering determined by the integral~4!, i.e., in those
cases where the energyEe of the exchange interaction of
pair of neighboring cations is larger than the splittingEd of
the dx22y2 and dxy orbitals in the crystal field, it is to be
expected that holes in neighboring Cu21 will occupy differ-
ent 3d orbitals. For a linear Cu21 chain, one expects alter

FIG. 3. A schematic representation of oblique exchange couplings ofd
orbitals of neighboring copper cations in a CuGeO3 structure in the case
where holes lie in thedx22y2 Cu~1! anddxy Cu~2! orbitals~orbital ordering!.
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nating (dx22y22dxy2dx22y22dxy2...) splitting of the
holes and we shall refer to this as the orbital ordering
neighboring cations. The phenomenon of orbital ordering
not new and has been examined theoretically before17 for the
orbitally degenerateeg level in perovskites. In the case o
CuGeO3, we expect pseudodegen
eracy of the energy levels havingeg(dx22y2) and t2g(dxy)
symmetry.

What does this imply? First, as noted above, orbital
dering leads to antiferromagnetic ordering of cation spi
with 90° oblique coupling, along chains along thec0 axis in
CuGeO3, as has been observed experimentally.6 Second, or-
bital ordering leads to a doubling of the lattice period, whi
has been observed experimentally7 and is evident from the
following reasons. The ordered placement of holes in
orbitals of neighboring cations corresponds to an alterna
along thec0 axis of dx22y2 orbitals with different popula-
tions (dx22y2

↑
2dx22y2

↑↓
2dx22y2

↑
2dx22y2

↑↓
2...). Theelectrons

of a cation in which thedx22y2 orbital is singly populated
shield the charge of the surrounding ligands less, so that
internuclear attractive forces shrink the Cu-O distance in
equatorial plane of the octahedron of this cation. The latt
period is doubled in the direction of the ordered disposit
of the orbitals.

3. SINGLETIZATION OF THE GROUND STATE

When the splittingEd is small enough, the energy leve
of the dx22y2 anddxy orbitals can be regarded as pseudod
generate and the Jahn–Teller pseudoeffect must be invo
When the stabilization energy of the Jahn–Teller pseudo
fect exceeds the spin-orbit interaction energy, it is more
vantageous for the system to lower its symmetry to mo
clinic. Probably these interactions manifest themsel
through the distortion of the bases of the oxygen octahe
and shifts of the Cu21 ions observed by neutron diffraction18

and illustrated schematically in Fig. 4. In this case, the g
metric conditions for the oblique exchange coupling of
central Cu21 ion to the left and right in a chain are differen
owing to the differences in the bond lengths and ang
(r 1 ,w1 and r 2 ,w2). An alternation in the magnitudes of th
exchange interactions sets in along the chain, leading to
gletization of the ground state, as has been sho
theoretically.19

In a system that has been stabilized by the Jahn-Te
effect, the dependence of the energy of a pair of Cu21 cations
on the interaction distance in an oblique Cu-O-Cu bond
be represented schematically by the curve shown in Fig
For low-temperature lattice vibrations, the system is at a

FIG. 4. A schematic representation of the distortions in the equatorial p
of the oxygen octahedra around Cu21 in CuGeO3 in the sP phase.
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cal minimum of the dimerized state. At high temperatu
(kT.EJ2T), the amplitude of the vibrations of the coord
nation oxygen atoms exceedsDr , and the base of the octa
hedron ceases to be distorted, since now the oxygen ion
which it is composed vibrate near the equilibrium distan
r 0 . The lattice period is no longer doubled.

It is evident from Fig. 5 that at the temperaturekTc

5EJ2T , the system undergoes a transition from an orde
dimerized state at low temperatures to a disordered sta
high temperatures, i.e., the spin-Peierls transition is an or
disorder phase transition. As the phase transition tempera
is reached, the chain becomes uniform and, consequently
singlet state is destroyed.

4. EXAMPLES OF ORBITAL ORDERING

Researchers have encountered difficulties in interpre
the exchange interaction of Cu21 cations with 90° oblique
coupling even in studies of the properties of so-called
change clusters, which consist of isolated copper dimers
Cu~II ! dihydroxo complexes, the oblique 90° exchange ta
place through dihydroxo bridges.20 Measurements showe
that both the magnitude and sign of the exchange integra
a ground-state copper dimer vary, depending on the typ
bridge. The exchange integral for the excited state of
dimer is ferromagnetic. Special exchange mechanisms h
been developed to explain these results.12

Based on the concept of orbital ordering discuss
above, however, it is possible to look at copper dimers fr
a new standpoint. As long as the energy of the excha
interaction is less than the splitting of the levels of thedxy

anddx22y2 orbitals, orbital ordering does not set in and fe
romagnetic exchange~3! acts between a pair of copper ca
ions. When the exchange energy is high enough, the dim
minimizing its energy with respect to exchange, choose
state of orbital ordering described by the antiferromagn
exchange integral~4!. In this case, the state corresponding
a Cu(dx22y2)-Cu(dxy) pair should be regarded as the grou
state, while the state previously regarded as the ground s
Cu(dx22y2)-Cu(dx22y2), should be regarded as excited. T
change in the absolute magnitudes of the exchange inte
in the hydroxo complex series is caused by a change in

FIG. 5. The energy of a pair of Cu21 cations as a function of the interactio
distance in an oblique Cu-O-Cu bond in the equatorial plane of the oct
dron.Dr is the change in the equilibrium distancer 0 when the lattice period
is doubled.EJ2T is the stabilization energy for the Jahn-Teller effect.
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ligand-cation electron-transport parameters determined
the different composition and geometry of the ligands.

Another example of orbital ordering is~VO!2P2O7. The
question of which model, dimerized or staircase chain,
better suited to describing this material has been discusse
the literature.21,22 We shall show that the concept of orbit
ordering leads us to the conclusion that~VO!2P2O7 is best
described by an ensemble of isolated dimers.

The vanadium cations in~VO!2P2O7 lie within coordina-
tion octahedra of surrounding oxygen atoms which are co
pressed along thea0 axis. Along thea0 axis, neighboring
octahedra are bound by a shared oxygen atom, which all
V1(dz2)-V2(dz2) oblique coupling. Isolated V41 pairs lie
along theb0 axis. The octahedra of these neighboring V41

have edges in common in the (b0c0) plane, giving rise to
90° exchange coupling along theb0 axis. Along thec0 axis
the octahedra of neighboring V41 are separated by layer
containing phosphorus. The splitting of the energy lev
of a V41 ion in the compressed octahedron is illustrat
schematically in Fig. 6. The absence of electrons in thedz2

orbitals makes it possible to neglect exchange along thea0

axis, i.e.,~VO!2P2O7 should be regarded as an ensemble
isolated V41 dimers. For sufficiently large splitting of the
levels of thedx22y2 anddxy orbitals, the electrons on both o
the neighboring V41 will lie in the dxy orbitals. In this case,
the 90° oblique interaction in the dimer leads to ferroma
netic exchange~5! and ~VO!2P2O7 will be an ensemble of
isolated ferromagnetic dimers. If, on the other hand,Ee

.Ed , then we should expect orbital ordering in the dim
(dx22y22dxy), which leads to an antiferromagnetic intera
tion ~4!, as observed experimentally.21 The observed gap in
the magnetic excitations22 is natural for isolated dimers, al
though the rhombic distortions which occur during orbi
ordering will also make some contribution to this gap. It
appropriate to interpret the temperature dependence of
magnetic susceptibility of this material in terms of a mod
of isolated antiferromagnetic dimers, although the forms
this dependence are similar for isolated dimers, a chain,
a single staircase.

A new material, CaCuGe2O6, that has the properties of

e-

FIG. 6. A schematic diagram of the energy levels of the V41 ion in fields of
various symmetry as the octahedron is stretched tetragonally. The ion
ergy is determined by the 3d electron.~1! Free ion,~2! octahedron,~3!
tetragonal compression,~4! rhombic distortion.
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spin-Peierls system withTsP.40 K, has recently been
synthesized.23 Here the copper cations form zig-zag chai
along thec0-axis. The local symmetry around the Cu21 is
shown schematically in Fig. 7. The sizes of the axes of
octahedra in CaCuGe2O6 are different, withz.y.x. Under
the action of the tetragonal distortions of the octahedra w
the exchange interaction is small, the holes in all the C21

cations lie in thedx22y2 orbitals~see Fig. 2!. In this case, the
oblique exchange integral of neighboring cations is given

J125J23516bcJint, ~6!

i.e., it leads to a ferromagnetic chain. WhenEe.Ed , the
exchange interaction will also determine the distribution
the electrons among the 3d orbitals based on the minimum
energy of a cation pair. We have two possible ways of d
tributing the holes among the 3d orbitals of neighboring cat-
ions: dxy2dx22y2 anddxy2dxy . In the first version,

J12~dxy ,dx22y2!522bcS 2U2
5

3
JintD , ~7!

and

J23~dx22y2,dxy!512c~2b1c!Jint, ~8!

i.e., the Cu~1!-Cu~2! interaction integral is antiferromagnetic
while the Cu~2!-Cu~3! integral is ferromagnetic. 3d orbitals
of copper, occupied by holes, are shown in Fig. 7 for t
version. In the second version,

J12~dxy ,dxy!5J23~dxy ,dxy!512cS 8

3
b1cD Jint. ~9!

In order to evaluate the exchange integrals~6!–~9!, we have
to know the ligand-cation electron transport parameters f
given crystal. If, on the other hand, we are interested in
relative values of these integrals, rather than their abso
values, then we can use standard estimates of these pa
eters for other structures. Taking the valuesb50.02, c
50.01, U~Cu21!'4 eV, andJint~Cu21!'1 eV for the octa-
hedral sites of the spinel structure,16 we obtain114, 260,

FIG. 7. Local axes of the oxygen octahedra around Cu21 in CaCuGe2O6.
The 3d orbitals, populated by holes, are shown schematically for the cas
orbital ordering along a Cu21 chain (dxy2dx22y22dxy2dx22y22...), lead-
ing to a model of ferromagnetically coupled antiferromagnetic dimers.
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112, and 115 K, respectively, for the integrals~6!–~9!.
The total (left1right along the chain! exchange interaction
of a copper cation will be greatest for the hole distributi
described by the integrals~7! and ~8! and shown in Fig. 7,
u260u112572 K, compared to 28 and 30 K for the distr
butions~6! and~9!. Thus, for an exchange interaction ener
exceeding the splitting of thedx22y2 and dxy orbitals, the
Cu21 chain in CaCuGe2O6 is a chain of antiferromagnetic
dimers with a ferromagnetic interdimer interaction. Proba
the intradimer interaction is;5 times larger than the inter
dimer interaction.

The oblique coupling model is also useful for analyzi
exchange interactions in crystals with different substitutio
In doped CuGeO3:Si crystals, because of differences in th
ionic radii of Ge41 and Si41, the initial local symmetry of
neighboring oxygen octahedra may be distorted through
tortion of the octahedron in the base plane and a reductio
the tetragonal stretching or compression of the octahed
In the first case, the ordered filling of thed orbitals in Cu21

is disrupted and ferromagnetic pairs develop at the end of
chains. Since the Si dopant touches four neighboring cha
small degrees of doping produce a substantial numbe
ferromagnetic centers in the crystal, which must cause a
in the paramagnetic susceptibility as 0 K is approached. In
the second case, there is a possibility of populating thedz2

orbitals of the copper cations nearest the impurity with hol
and this leads to a change in the oblique exchange inte
tions. The perturbation of the pairwise exchange interacti
owing to the presence of the Si41 impurity is shown in Fig.
8. The Si41 dopant is bound to the two nearest Cu21 sites
along thea0 axis and to two along theb0 axis. In Fig. 8 these
sites are indicated by the numbers 5 and 6. The change in
interaction also affects the next neighbors in the lattice. A
result, we obtain a perturbation of the pairwise interact

of

FIG. 8. Dependence of the Cu-Cu-exchange interaction on the cation n
ber in a chain along thec0 axis ~a! and on the number of the chain along th
b0 axis ~b! when the Si41 dopant lies near sites 5 and 6.
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along the chain, illustrated qualitatively in Fig. 8a, whic
leads to a change in the sign of the exchange interaction
the substituted cation. The variation in the exchange al
the b0 axis illustrates the development of interchain intera
tions ~Fig. 8b!. It is evident that the chains closest to th
impurity are coupled by strong antiferromagnetic exchan
The chains after them are coupled ferromagnetically and
large distances, the interaction is zero. Clearly, with incre
ing concentration of substitute Si41 cations, the quasi-one
dimensional CuGeO3 is converted into a quasi-two
dimensional system whose magnetic structure depend
the relationship of the antiferromagnetic and ferromagn
bonds. It is quite possible that the appearance of an ant
romagnetic phase at low temperatures8 is a consequence o
these effects.

It has been shown therefore, that when the nature of
energy structure of the Cu21 cation in the crystal field of
crystalline CuGeO3 is taken into account, ordered filling o
the d orbitals along a chain of cations is possible when
exchange interaction energies of the cation pairs exceed
split in energy of thedx22y2 anddxy orbitals. Orbital order-
ing produces an antiferromagnetic exchange interac
along a Cu21 chain with 90° oblique coupling and a dou
bling of the lattice period.

When the Jahn-Teller stabilization energy exceeds
spin-orbit interaction energy, the reduction in symmetry
the base plane of the octahedron leads to an alternation in
angles and lengths of the exchange coupling in the C21

chain, i.e., to alternation in the exchange interaction par
eter and to a doubling of the lattice period.

CaCuGe2O6 can be represented by one-dimensio
chains of antiferromagnetic dimers with a ferromagnetic
terdimer coupling. The intradimer interaction is 5 tim
stronger than the interdimer coupling.

The entire analysis of exchange interactions in this pa
has been done in terms of cubic symmetry. We assume
the nonorthogonality effects which arise with deviatio
from cubic symmetry are important for estimating the ab
lute magnitudes of the interactions, but can hardly affect
fundamental conclusions reached here.

We thank S. G. Ovchinnikov, A. I. Pankrats, K. S
Sablina, and A. M. Vorotynov for useful advice on fitting th
model concepts to experimental data.
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